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Abstract. Sequences for multiple protein-coding
genes are now commonly available from several, of-
ten closely related species. These data sets offer
intriguing opportunities to test hypotheses regarding
whether different types of genes evolve under differ-
ent selective pressures. Although maximum likeli-
hood (ML) models of codon substitution that are
suitable for such analyses have been developed, little
is known about the statistical properties of these tests.
We use a previously developed fixed-sites model and
computer simulations to examine the accuracy and
power of the likelihood ratio test (LRT) in comparing
the nonsynonymous-to-synonymous substitution rate
ratio (x = dN/dS) between two genes. Our results
show that the LRT applied to fixed-sites models may
be inaccurate in some cases when setting significance
thresholds using a v2 approximation. Instead, we use
a parametric bootstrap to describe the distribution of
the LRT statistic for fixed-sites models and examine
the power of the test as a function of sampling vari-
ables and properties of the genes under study. We
find that the power of the test is high (>80%) even
when sampling few taxa (e.g., six species) if sequences
are sufficiently diverged and the test is largely unaf-
fected by the tree topology used to simulate data. Our
simulations show fixed-sites models are suitable for
comparing substitution parameters among genes
evolving under even strong evolutionary constraint
(x � 0.05), although relative rate differences of 25%
or less may be difficult to detect.

Key words: Likelihood ratio test — Nonsynony-
mous/synonymous rate ratio

Introduction

A major theme in the study of molecular evolution
has been the comparison of evolutionary rates among
genes. This includes comparisons among broad clas-
ses of loci, for example, nuclear and plastid genes, as
well as comparisons among families of molecules
such as the globin genes (Li 1997). More recently, the
completion of several large-scale sequencing projects
and the relative ease of cloning and sequencing from
multiple populations or species has allowed for spe-
cific hypotheses regarding the selective pressures un-
der which different genes evolve to be tested. These
comparisons have implications for understanding
basic biological processes such as identifying the
control points of signal transduction pathways (e.g.,
Riley et al. 2003) and the degree of evolutionary
constraint among components of biosynthetic path-
ways (e.g., Lu et al. 2003).

A number of methods of analyzing sequence data
from coding regions have been developed (reviewed in
Yang and Bielawski 2000; Yang 2002). Prominent
among these have been maximum likelihood (ML)
methods employing the codon substitution models
developed by Goldman and Yang (1994; see also
Muse and Gaut 1994). These codon models are intu-
itively appealing in their use of the nonsynonymous-
to-synonymous substitution rate ratio (x = dN/dS)
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to define the type and strength of selection. ML
methods are extremely flexible, allowing for multiple
models of sequence evolution to be fit to the data
while incorporating a variety of substitution param-
eters which may vary across a phylogeny (Yang 1998)
or along a sequence (Nielsen and Yang 1998; Yang et
al. 2000). Codon models that allow for heterogeneous
selection pressures among sites have received partic-
ular interest because of their power to detect selection
(Yang and Nielsen 2002) and their potential utility in
predicting which sites are under selection (Anisimova
et al. 2002). Yang and Swanson (2002) introduced a
subset of heterogeneous-sites models called fixed-sites
models wherein a sequence is partitioned a priori
based on previous knowledge of functional domains.
Significantly, it was noted that fixed-sites models were
also readily applicable to the analysis of multiple
genes from the same species so that selection pressures
influencing the evolution of different genes can be
compared (Yang and Swanson 2002).

To our knowledge, the fixed-sites models of Yang
and Swanson (2002) have yet to be applied to the
comparison of x�s among genes. Although power
analyses using other ML models have been conducted
(e.g., Anisimova et al. 2001), the accuracy and power
of the likelihood ratio test (LRT) in comparing fixed-
sites models have not been examined. In this study we
use simulated data sets to describe the distribution of
the LRT statistic and the accuracy of the LRT based
on a v2 approximation for fixed-sites models. In
addition, we conduct analyses of the power of the
LRT using fixed-sites models to detect different x
values as a function of common sampling variables
(sequence divergence, number of taxa sampled, se-
quence length, tree topology) and properties of the
genes under study (x values). Given that sequencing
efforts are finite in most studies, efficient allocation of
sequencing resources among taxa (that are more or
less closely related) is an important consideration in
experimental design. Our results are intended to aid
in both the selection and analysis of existing data sets
and the design of further sequencing experiments in
order to compare selection pressures among genes
using fixed-sites models.

Theory and Methods

Fixed-Sites Models

Yang and Swanson (2002) present a few simple modifications to the

codon substitution model of Goldman and Yang (1994) in order to

implement their fixed-sites models. Fixed-sites models allow an

a priori partition of nucleotide sequence, which may correspond to

discrete domains within a gene or multiple concatenated genes. The

simplest fixed-sites models assume all site partitions (genes in our

case) have identical substitution parameters including the same

absolute rates (branch lengths), the same transition/transversion

rate ratio (j), the same nonsynonymous/synonymous rate ratio (x),

and the same parameters for codon frequencies (ps). Successively
more complex models allow individual parameters to vary among

partitions. For example, in Yang and Swanson�s (2002) Model C,

only rate ratios (j and x) are assumed to be the same among site

partitions; in Model E all parameters including j and x are as-

sumed to be different among partitions (unfortunately, j and x
cannot be decoupled in current implementations of PAML; Z.

Yang, personal communication). Twice the difference in log-like-

lihood values for these two models constitutes a test of the

hypothesis that j and x are equal among site partitions, where a v2

distribution with two degrees of freedom (the difference in the

number of parameters between models with two genes or parti-

tions; Yang and Swanson 2002) is typically used to set significance

levels in hypothesis testing.

Distribution of the LRT Statistic

We generated replicate simulated data under a null hypothesis (H0,

genes evolving at equal rates) and examined the distribution of the

LRT statistic relative to v2 in order to assess the frequency of type I

errors (incorrectly rejecting H0). We refer to these as accuracy

experiments. From a table of codon usage for the Drosophila

melanogaster ADH gene (accession no. M17827) and a simple star

phylogeny with equal branch lengths, we generated between 250

and 2000 replicate data sets (depending on the variable being

examined) for each of two genes using the evolver program in the

PAML computer package (version 3.13; Yang 1997). Although

simulation parameter values differed among accuracy experiments

(see below), they were identical between the two genes in all cases.

Four simulation parameters were independently varied: (1) se-

quence divergence, measured as branch lengths of the star phy-

logeny; (2) number of species (sequences for each of two genes) in

the phylogeny; (3) sequence length (number of codons); and (4) the

degree of selective constraint under which sequences evolve, as

measured by the nonsynonymous-to-synonymous rate ratio (x1

and x2 for genes 1 and 2, respectively; x held constant among

codons and branches of the phytogeny for a gene).

(1) Five levels of sequence divergence were simulated (the ex-

pected number of nucleotide substitutions per codon along each

branch of the star phylogeny = 0.05, 0.10, 0.20, 0.50, and 0.80),

holding other simulation parameters constant (12 species; 300 co-

dons; x1 = x2 = 0.25). (2) Three levels of taxon sampling were

simulated (6,12, or 18 species; branch lengths = 0.05 to 0.80; 300

codons; x1 = x2= 0.25). (3) Three levels of sequence length

were simulated (150, 300, or 600 codons; branch lengths = 0.05

to 0.80; 12 species; x1 = x2 = 0.25). (4) Three levels of selective

constraint were simulated (x1 = x2 = 0.05, x1 = x2 = 0.25, or

x1 = x2 = 0.50; branch lengths = 0.05 to 0.80; 12 species; 300

codons). The transition/transversion rate ratio (j = 2) was kept

constant in all simulations. Sequences for the two genes were

concatenated and analyzed with the codeml program in the PAML

package (Yang 1997) using options Mgene=2 and Mgene=4

(Models C and E in Yang and Swanson [2002], respectively) and

the same star phylogeny as used to simulate data. Equilibrium

codon frequencies for both models were calculated from the aver-

age nucleotide frequencies at the three codon positions (CodonF-

req = 2) in most cases, though a subset of simulated data (see

below) was also analyzed by estimating codon frequencies as free

parameters (CodonFreq = 3). The LRT statistic was calculated as

twice the difference in log-likelihood values for the two models, and

the cumulative distribution of test statistics for each set of simu-

lated data was plotted against a v2 distribution with two degrees of

freedom (the difference in the number of parameters between

Model C and Model E).

In addition to the four simulation parameters described above,

we also tested the effect of tree topology on the distribution of the

LRT. Three simplified topologies were used to model the effect of
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unequal branch lengths and shared phylogenetic history: a simple

star phylogeny with equal branch lengths as in (1) to (4) above, a

star phylogeny with all branches of unequal length, and a

maximally symmetrical branched phylogeny (all branch lengths

equal). Total tree lengths (the expected number of substitutions

per codon along the tree) of 0.40, 0.80, 0.16, 4.0, and 6.4 were

used holding other parameters constant (8 species; 300 codons;

x1 = x2 = 0.25). Concatenated sequences were again analyzed

with the codeml program in the PAML package (Yang 1997) using

options Mgene=2 and Mgene=4 as above (Models C and E in

Yang and Swanson [2002], respectively). However, for the maxi-

mally symmetrical branched phylogeny, we employed the correct

phylogeny (the same tree as used to simulate data) in the codeml

analysis as well as two incorrect phylogenies by swapping two taxa

either between one terminal node of the tree or over the basal node

of the tree.

Power Analysis

In order to assess the power of the LRT, we generated simulated

data under an alternative hypothesis (HA, genes evolving at dif-

ferent rates) and examined the frequency of type II errors (incor-

rectly failing to reject H0). We refer to these as power experiments.

Power experiments were identical to the accuracy experiments de-

scribed above for all simulation parameters except that x for one of

the two genes was increased by 50% relative to the other in all

simulations (e.g., x1 = 0.25 vs. x2 = 0.375). Because this rate

difference adds an additional simulation parameter, we also

examined its affect by simulating three levels of rate difference

[Dx = (x2)x1)/x1; 10, 25, and 50%] while holding other param-

eters constant (branch lengths = 0.05 to 0.80; 12 species; 300 co-

dons; x1 = 0.25). Simulated data in power experiments were also

analyzed with the codeml program in the PAML package (Yang

1997) as described above. Power of the LRT under different sim-

ulation parameters was calculated using the empirical distribution

of LRT statistics from simulated data sets generated under H0 to

specify a significance threshold of a = 5% (a parametric bootstrap;

Goldman 1993).

Results and Discussion

Accuracy Experiments

In our accuracy experiments we examine the fit be-
tween a commonly applied probability distribution
(v2) and the empirical distribution of LRT statistics
for fixed-sites models as a function of a variety of
simulation parameters. The distribution of LRT sta-
tistics from accuracy experiments generally follows a
v2 distribution with two degrees of freedom. How-
ever, as simulation parameter values increase (num-
ber of species, sequence divergence, number of
codons, x), the distributions typically shift farther to
the right of v2. For example, as the degree of sequence
divergence (the expected number of nucleotide sub-
stitutions per codon along each branch of a star
phylogeny) increases from 0.05 to 0.80, the empirical
distribution of LRT statistics appears to deviate more
strongly from v2 (Fig. 1A). Rerunning analyses using
different starting values for x and j results in iden-
titical likelihood scores, suggesting that our results
represent the true maximum likelihoods and are not

due to computational problems. The tree topology
used to simulate data also does not appear to con-
tribute towards this trend, as the magnitude of the
shift is similar for data based on star phylogenies with
uneven branch lengths or maximally symmetrical
phylogenies (data not shown). Increasing the number
of taxa sampled from 6 to 18 results in a similar shift
in the distribution of the test statistic relative to v2

(Fig. 1B). In both cases H0 is rejected more fre-
quently than the specified a when using the v2

approximation as determined by a two-tailed bino-
mial test (Table 1) (Zhang 1999). Similar trends were
observed for our accuracy experiments examining the
effect of increasing sequence length and increasing x
(data not shown).

Based on statistical theory (Stuart et al. 1999), the
distribution of LRT statistics from a comparison of
nested ML models should be asymptotically v2 dis-
tributed. Previous studies of the v2 approximation for
nucleotide (Whelan and Goldman 1999) and codon
models (Anisimova et al. 2001) generally agree with
this theory. Whelan and Goldman (1999) found the
transition/transversion rate ratio (j) behaved as ex-
pected for ML estimators regardless of the additional
substitution parameters in the model, suggesting j is
unlikely to contribute to the significant departure
from v2 we observed for codon models. Similarly,
because x is also estimated by ML and is not con-
strained at the boundary of the parameter space in
either of the models we used, this parameter is an
unlikely source of the bias (Anisimova et al. 2001).

A more likely cause of the significant increase in
type 1 errors we found has to do with methods used
to calculate equilibrium codon frequencies. In most
cases, we used models that estimate equilibrium co-
don frequencies indirectly from ML estimates of
nucleotide frequencies at the three codon positions
(CodonFreq = 2 in PAML; Yang 1997). Because
data were simulated from empirical codon frequen-
cies for ADH, this could introduce a systematic bias
that becomes more extreme as the sample size (se-
quence divergence, sequence length, etc.) increases.
Accordingly, we reanalyzed a subset of the simulated
data using models that estimate equilibrium codon
frequencies directly from observed frequencies in
simulated data sets (CodonFreq = 3). These results
show a very similar pattern to that in Figs. 1A and B,
where the bias appears to increase with increasing
sequence length or species number, resulting in a
significant increase in type 1 errors (Table 1). Whelan
and Goldman (1999) also found that nucleotide
substitution models that use non-ML estimates of
nucleotide frequencies resulted in biased test statis-
tics. This suggests that the pattern we observed could
be a common feature when parameters such as codon
and nucleotide frequencies are not calculated directly
using ML estimators.
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To test the effects of approximations of codon
frequencies on the distribution of LRT statistics in
codeml models (CodonFreq=2 or 3) relative to v2, we
generated a replicate set of accuracy experiments as in
Fig. 1. However, simulation parameters differed from
those used previously by substituting equal codon
frequencies in the PAML simulation program evolver
(Yang 1997) for the codon frequencies from ADH
used previously. Simulated data were again analyzed
under models C and E of Yang and Swanson (2002),
but both models assumed that all codon frequencies
were equal (CodonFreq=0) rather than calculating
codon frequencies using approximations. Regardless
of the simulation parameter values (branch length or
species number), the type 1 error rate did not signifi-
cantly exceed the specified a, in sharp contrast with
our earlier simulations (Table 1). This is strong evi-
dence that the approximation of codon frequencies
alone is responsible for the bias in the LRT statistic.

Because using the v2 approximation when setting
significance thresholds may lead to an increase in the

type I error rate in some cases, we suggest the fol-
lowing caveat regarding LRTs comparing nested
versions of Goldman and Yang�s (1994) codon
models as currently implemented in PAML (Yang
1997): when LRT statistics are marginally significant
based on v2 approximation (e.g., 0.01 to 0.05 for
a = 0.05), a parametric bootstrap is necessary to
firmly establish significance thresholds. In addition,
because our simulations show the bias in the v2

approximation is consistent (underestimates the type
1 error rate), use of the parametric bootstrap is un-
likely to increase the frequency of significant test re-
sults. When using nested ML models such as the
fixed-sites models of Yang and Swanson (2002),
applying the parametric distribution is straightfor-
ward. Substitution parameters are estimated from the
original data under the null hypothesis (in our case,
equal x and j among genes) and are then used to
generate simulated data under the same null
hypothesis (Goldman 1993). Simulated data are then
analyzed under both null and alternative models (in

Fig. 1. Distribution of the
cumulative probabilities of test
statistics for v2 (2 df) and the LRT
from accuracy experiments. A Two
thousand data sets each of sequences
for two genes using a star phylogeny
with branch lengths of 0.05, 0.20, or
0.80 were generated under H0,

holding other simulation parameters
constant (12 species; 300 codons;
x1 = x2 = 0.25). B Two thousand
data sets each of sequences for two
genes from 6, 12, or 18 species were
generated under H0, holding other
simulation parameters constant
(branch lengths = 0.20; 300 codons;
x1 = x2 = 0.25). The LRT
statistics were calculated as twice the
difference in log likelihoods between
codeml Models C and Model E
(Yang and Swanson 2002;
CodonFreq=2). Distributions
reflect the probability of observing a
test statistic as large or smaller by
chance alone. Accuracy experiments
in which the proportion of simulated
data significantly exceed the
specified a = 0.05 (**0.005) were
determined by a two-tailed binomial
test.
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our case, different x and j among genes), and the
distribution of LRT statistics from simulated data
(twice the difference in log likelihoods between the
models) used as the distribution of the test statistic
under the null hypothesis. If the LRT statistic from
the original data exceeds the largest 5% of test sta-
tistics from simulated data (a, an arbitrary thresh-
old), the null hypothesis is rejected under the
parametric bootstrap criterion. We apply this para-
metric bootstrap approach below to describe the
power of the LRT statistic for fixed-sites models.

Power Experiments

In our power experiments, we explored the effect of
sampling variables (sequence divergence, species
number, sequence length, tree topology) and prop-
erties of the genes under study (degree of selective
constraint, rate difference) on the power of the LRT
applied to fixed-sites models. The range of simulation
parameters was constrained based on previous power
analyses of other codon substitution models (Ani-
simova et al. 2001) and expectations for the distri-
bution of x among broad surveys of genes (e.g.,
Barrier et al. 2003) in order to describe the test�s
performance for realistic sampling strategies.
Accordingly, our results are not intended as a general
description of the performance of the test and fixed-
sites models but, rather, as a guide in selecting taxa
and genes for which meaningful comparisons about
substitution rates can be made.

Taxon Sampling and Sequence Length

We explored the effect of taxon sampling on power by
simulating data for three levels of sampling (6, 12, and
18 species) across a range of sequence divergence. The
degree of selective constraint and rate difference in

simulations for the two genes were held constant
(x1 = 0.25, x2 = 0.375; Dx = 50%), as was the
length of sequences (300 codons). Our simulations
show that power increases as branch lengths of the
star phylogeny increase for the range of simulation
parameters we explored (Fig. 2A), although the rate
of approach is markedly slower for the six-species
simulations. Power when sampling 12 taxa with
branch lengths of 0.2 is nearly the same as when
sampling 6 taxa with branch lengths of 0.8 (83 and
87%, respectively). Accordingly, by focusing sampling
at an appropriate level of divergence for the genes
under study (see below), sequencing effort may be
dramatically reduced (by 50% or more) without loss
of power for hypothesis testing. However, as sequence
divergence increases beyond the range in our simula-
tions, power is expected to decrease due to multiple
substitutions (Anisimova et al. 2001; see below).

One caveat of this asymptotic increase in power is
the limitations of the test when sequence divergence is
low. In our simulations using branch lengths of 0.05
and a star phylogeny, power was at or below 50%
regardless of the number of taxa sampled. Trans-
forming the scale for sequence divergence from
branch length to the proportion of silent sites with
substitutions (dS) suggests that species that have
substitutions at roughly 4% or fewer silent sites pro-
vide little information for testing rate variation among
genes using fixed-sites models (assuming x = 0.25
with 26% of positions silent for ADH; see Yang and
Nielsen, [2000] for a transformation between branch
length and dS).

Sequence length affects the power of the LRT in a
similar fashion as the number of species sampled
(Fig. 2B). In our simulations, we independently var-
ied the length of sequences fourfold (150, 300, or 600
codons), holding other simulation parameters con-
stant (12 species; x1 = 0.25 and x2= 0.375) across a
range of sequence divergence. Power again increases

Table 1. Type 1 error rate of the LRT using the a2 approximation

a = 0.05 a = 0.01

CodonFreq = 0 CodonFreq = 2 CodonFreq = 3 CodonFreq = 0 CodonFreq = 2 CodonFreq = 3

Sequence divergence

0.05 0.059ns 0.067** 0.072** 0.015ns 0.014ns 0.016*

0.20 0.049ns 0.087** 0.086** 0.010ns 0.021** 0.023**

0.80 0.046ns 0.112** 0.99** 0.010ns 0.034** 0.32**

Species number

6 0.056ns 0.068** 0.082** 0.010ns 0.020** 0.020**

12 0.048ns 0.087** 0.074** 0.014ns 0.020** 0.023**

18 0.038ns 0.089** 0.099** 0.008ns 0.027** 0.027**

Note. Shown is the proportion of data sets simulated under H0 for which H0 is rejected using the v2 approximation (2 df). Likelihoods were

estimated using codeml models which assume equal codon frequencies (CodonFreq = 0) for data simulated under models of equal codon

frequencies or calculate codon frequencies using one of two different approximations (CodonFreq = 2 or CodonFreq = 3) for data

simulated under empirical codon frequencies (see text). Models calculating codon frequencies using approximations significantly exceed the

specified a in most cases as determined by a two-tailed binomial test. Significant level: *0.05; **0.005; nsnot significant.
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more slowly for shorter sequences as a function of
sequence divergence such that 300 codon sequences
have nearly identical power as 150 codon sequences
when increasing branch lengths from 0.2 to 0.8 (83
and 84%, respectively). Doubling sequence length has
a nearly identical effect on power as doubling the
number of taxa (sequences) sampled. This is an ex-
pected result as we held x constant among sites and
branches for a gene when simulating data. However,
for empirical data x is likely to vary both among sites
within a gene and among branches of the phylogeny.
Yang and Nielsen (2002) suggest that for random-
sites models, variation in x within a gene has a
stronger effect on power of the LRT than variation
among lineages, presumably because the variance in
x is greater among sites. If true, sampling more sites
(longer sequences) would also have a larger effect on

power of the LRT for fixed-sites models than sam-
pling more taxa, a phenomenon which is not reflected
in our results. We suggest modeling variation in x
both among sites and among lineages will be impor-
tant in future studies of fixed-sites models.

In most of our power experiments we used a star
phylogeny with equal branch lengths. Because rela-
tionships among species are typically more complex,
we also examined the effect of tree topology on power
of the LRT for fixed-sites models. In order to test the
effects of inequality of branch lengths and hierarchi-
cal relationships separately, we simulated data using
the simplified star phylogeny with equal branch
lengths as above, a star phylogeny with all branches
of unequal length, and a maximally symmetrical
(nested) phylogeny with equal branch lengths, hold-
ing other simulation parameters constant (8 species;

Fig. 2. Power of the LRT to
detect differences in x between two
genes as a function of (A) the
number of taxa sampled, (B) the
length of the sequences being
compared, and (C) tree topology.
A Two hundred fifty data sets each
of sequences for two genes evolving
at a 50% rate difference from 6, 12,
or 18 species were generated under
HA using a star phylogeny with
equal branch lengths of 0.05 to
0.80, holding other simulation
parameters constant (300 codons;
x1 = 0.25 and x2 = 0.375). B
Two hundred fifty data sets each of
sequences for two genes 150, 300, or
600 codons in length were generated
holding other variables constant as
in A. C Two hundred fifty data sets
each of sequences for two genes
generated under HA evolving along
(i) a star phylogeny with equal
branch lengths, (ii) a star phylogeny
with unequal branch lengths, or (iii)
a maximally symmetrical phylogeny
with equal branch lengths (8 taxa;
300 codons; x1 = 0.25 and
x2 = 0.375). In all cases power was
calculated from the parametric
bootstrap (a = 0.05).
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x1 = 0.25 and x2 =0.375; 300 codons; total tree
length = 0.4 to 6.4). Power appears to be nearly
identical for all three topologies we used to generate
simulated data (Fig. 2C) and exhibits the character-
istic rise as a function of sequence divergence de-
scribed previously. This suggests that the topological
relationships reflected in species phylogenies should
not be the central determining factor when selecting
taxa for comparing evolutionary rates of genes. Ra-
ther, taxa should be selected primarily based on
branch lengths of phylogenies.

Surprisingly, the LRT applied to fixed-sites models
appears quite robust to violations in the phylogenetic
relationships assumed among taxa. We also analyzed
our simulated data generated under the maximally
symmetrical tree using incorrect phylogenies which
swapped two taxa across (i) terminal or (ii) basal
nodes (data not shown). When simulated data were
analyzed using fixed-sites models under (i), we found
no apparent change in the power of the LRT to detect
a significant difference between genes. When analyzed
under (ii), power decreased by only about 7%.
Though we did not examine how incorrect phyloge-
nies influence the parameter estimates themselves,
clearly the models and LRT are robust for purposes
of comparing relative rate ratios among genes, at
least for the range of simulation parameters we
examined (8 species; x1 = 0.25 and x2 = 0.375; 300
codons; total tree length = 0.4 to 6.4).

Degree of Selective Constraint and Rate Difference

Most protein-coding genes evolve under strong puri-
fying selection. This constraint is reflected in a typi-
cally low level of nonsynonymous substitution (x
<< 1) for the vast majority of such loci (e.g., Endo et
al. 1996). In our simulations, we explored how the
degree of selective constraint acting on loci affects the
power of the LRT for fixed-sites models by varying
x�s 10-fold (x1 = 0.05 and x2 = 0.075, x1 = 0.25
and x2 = 0.375, or x1 = 0.50 and x2 = 0.75;
Dx = 50% in all cases) across a range of sequence
divergence, while holding other simulation parame-
ters constant (12 species; 300 codons). The range of
x�s we used was intended to bracket plausible values
estimated for functionally diverse categories of loci
(Barrier et al. 2003). Power of the test applied to genes
evolving under the strongest selective constraint
(x1 = 0.05 and x2 = 0.075) is low at low sequence
divergence but approaches that for genes evolving
under weaker constraint (x1 = 0.25 and x2 = 0.375,
or x1 = 0.50 and x2 = 0.75; Fig. 3A) as sequence
divergence increases (84% for branch lengths of 0.8).
This suggests fixed-sites models are applicable for
testing whether even strongly constrained genes
evolve at different rates, assuming that taxa are suffi-

ciently diverged. Not surprisingly, the greatest limi-
tation of fixed-sites models appears to be their limited
power to detect small relative differences in x among
genes (Dx). In order to explore the effect of x on
power of the LRT for fixed-sites models, we varied the
rate difference [Dx = (x2)x1)/x1] for the two genes
by 10, 25, and 50%, holding other simulation
parameters constant (12 species; 300 codons;
x1 = 0.25) across a range of sequence divergence.
Regardless of branch lengths, power of the LRT was
low (never exceeding 60%; Fig. 3B) for Dx = 10 and
25%. This is in marked contrast to the case of
Dx = 50% (held constant in Figs. 2A–C and
Fig 3A), where power rises rapidly as a function of
sequence divergence. In short, differences in x of 25%
or less are unlikely to be detectable using fixed-sites
models unless very divergent sequences are compared
(where multiple substitutions may cause problems;
Anisimova et al. 2001) or large numbers of taxa are
sampled.

Fig. 3. Power of the LRT to detect differences in x between two
genes as a function of (A) the degree of evolutionary constraint
acting on genes and (B) the rate difference between two genes.
A Five hundred data sets each of sequences for two genes evolving
at a 50% rate difference under strong constraint (x1 = 0.05,
x2 = 0.075), moderate constraint (x1 = 0.25, x2 = 0.375), or
weak constraint (x1 = 0.50, x2 = 0.75) were generated holding
other variables constant (star phylogeny with equal branch lengths;
12 species; 300 codons). B Two hundred fifty data sets each of
sequences for two genes evolving with rate differences of 10%
(x1 = 0.25, x2 = 0.275), 25% (x1 = 0.25, x2 = 0.313), or 50%
(x1 = 0.25, x2 = 0.375) were generated holding other variables
constant as in A. In all cases power was calculated from the
parametric bootstrap (a=0.05).
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Conclusions

Codon substitution models such as the fixed-sites
models of Yang and Swanson (2002) are likely to see
broad application in future studies comparing evolu-
tionary rates among genes because they provide esti-
mates of substitution parameters that have clear
evolutionary interpretation (e.g., x�s) and directly
incorporate a statistical approach for testing the sig-
nificance of parameters (LRTs). Our simulations sug-
gest that a number of issues should be considered prior
to applying these models. First, our accuracy experi-
ments demonstrate that the distribution of LRT sta-
tistics for fixed-sites models deviate from the expected
v2 distribution for a range of simulation parameters,
resulting in a significant (though slight) increase in type
1 errors. This finding suggests that a parametric boot-
strapping procedure (Monte Carlo simulations) may
be necessary for setting significance thresholds in some
cases. Basedonour simulations,we suggest first using a
v2 approximation to estimate the significance of the
observed test statistics, followed by parametric boot-
strapping for marginally significant results. Second,
our power experiments show that fixed-sites models
have limited power to detect differences inx of 25% or
less. This limitation does not mean that fixed-sites
models cannot be used to compare x�s between slowly
evolving genes, however, as power is high when se-
quences have sufficiently diverged. Third, taxa should
be selected for comparisons based primarily on the
extent of sequence divergence among species, as topo-
logical relationships reflected in species phylogenies do
not appear to strongly affect the test. Finally, sampling
effort (the number of taxa from which genes are se-
quenced) may be greatly reduced by identifying taxa at
an optimal level of divergence for the genes under
study. Ingeneral, our simulations show that comparing
sequences from at least 12 taxa having substitutions at
20% or more of codons gives a high power (>80%)
using the LRT with fixed-sites models.
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